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Wenhui is one way which the writer makes friends . Along with the literature 
unceasingly being awaring , Wenhui also makes the development, expandation. 
Simultaneously Wenhui does the reaction to the literature, has the influence to the 
development of literature. This article attempts from the literature and the article 
meeting relations , the scale is the biggest in the two Jin's history of literature. From 
the Jingu and Lanting Wenhui we attempt to explore the significance of Wenhui in the 
two Jin's literature. 
The paper divides into four major parts:  
The introduction are partial, the article can carry on the observation of Wenhui 
before the Jin, to understand the story of Wenhui, then can know the present situation 
and the goal of this article , and the significance of the article.  
First chapter Jingu Wenhui. First surveying the origin of Jingu Wenhui.Then take 
the literary as the clue to Jingu to analyze the constitation of Jingu Wenhui. Finaly t o  
analyze the character of the Jingu poem and the article. 
Second chapter Lanting Wenhui. First inspects the origin of FuXi, the time 
connotation, and the relations between FuXi and literature; Next analyzes the 
attending population, the personnel life experience condition of the Lanting Wenhui. 
Finally the spreading  situation of the Lanting poem and the article, specially the 
emotion connotation and the creation pattern of the Lanting poem. 
Third chapter analyzes the Wenhui’s significance in the literature. First analyzes 
the prosperity and the difficulty in the Xi Jin Dynasty literature. Next discusses the 
Weijin Qingtan and Xuanyan poem, then explain the significance of Lanting Wenhui 
to the literature of Dong Jin Dynasty.  
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